Twenty-five years ago, I started publishing work that described a New International Division of Cultural Labor (NICL). Since that time, the concept has generated further research. In this chapter, I run through the idea and why it is in need of revision to describe the current conjuncture, in terms of both work and the environment.

Radical political economy birthed the notion of the NICL. It starts from the understanding that inequality colors everyday work and domestic life, stressing that although workers generate value, they rarely benefit commensurately, due to the power of capital. Political economy concentrates on those who are “lost in the great anonymous sludge of history,” in the words of the physicist-novelist CP Snow, where life “has always been nasty, brutish and short.”

Whereas neoclassical or bourgeois economics assumes that supply and demand effectively (and supposedly rightly) determine the price of commodities, political economy examines the role of the state and capital in controlling labor and ideologizing consumers and citizens. In other words, orthodox economics concentrates on markets, regarding them as jewels of human behavior; the heterodox approach challenges this focus on consumption, stressing production as a source of value and a site of control.

This latter method argues that objects and services accrete value through corporate exploitation of the people who make or provide them. The power of capital includes both authority over the conditions and possibilities of the workplace and surplus value, realized as profit. The division of labor links productivity, exploitation, and social control. As capital subdivides, multiplies, and spreads geographically, it hides the labor that constitutes it.

Latin American political economists from this critical tradition generated a theory of dependent underdevelopment in the 1940s to explain why the industrial take-off experienced by Western Europe and the US had not occurred elsewhere. They found that
a global system saw value added and enjoyed in the Global North, where rich societies had become richer through their colonial and international advantages. The global core imported ideas, fashions, resources, and people from the world’s periphery and exported manufactures. Over the next three decades, this dependencia theory gained adherents across the Global South and among radicals everywhere, and was linked to analyses of cultural imperialism.³

Labor Market Changes

In the late 1970s, former colonial powers still dominated the Global South, exercising power over client states to extract surplus value. But in some instances, domestic bourgeoisies were emerging. This was spectacularly true of Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore, known then as “Newly Industrialized Countries” or “Asian Tigers/Dragons.” They benefited from US, Japanese, and West European control of transport and communications and investment, undertaken because they were capitalist states rather than Maoist or Marxist-Leninist ones in a region that Cold Warrior yanquis feared might “turn Red.” But they were not mere pawns of foreign governments and multinational corporations exploiting cheap labor and repatriating profit. Domestic wealth creation did occur, albeit in a way that constructed profound inequalities. Consider South Korea’s rapid transformation from a very poor, essentially peasant, economy to a vibrant manufacturing one.⁶

As the global value chain grew more diverse, those of us who were influenced by the dependistas and critics of cultural imperialism had to confront the fact that core–periphery relations were not uniform. This necessitated a partial break with dependencia as an explanatory mechanism. In its place—or perhaps supplementing it, given that such asymmetries continued to characterize much of the world—came the idea of a New International Division of Labor (NIDL).⁷

Theorists of the NIDL acknowledged an increasingly global competition for working-class labor as manufacturers looked to invest in places where employees were capable, cheap, and compliant—the ultimate realization of a worldwide reserve army of workers. So the production of cars, boats, refrigerators, and televisions might still be funded from Tokyo or New York, but it was undertaken in Seoul or Guadalajara.⁸

An even more spectacular change in the market for labor occurred in the five years after 1989. The collapse of state socialism saw people from the former Soviet empire enter the capitalist world tout court. Then the People’s Republic of China and India opened up to international competition. Virtually overnight, the global pool of workers doubled, as massive reserve armies of labor were unleashed.⁹ In China’s case, this was achieved under the tight control of semi-state corporations and the first police state dedicated to export-oriented industrialization. Footloose capital could rejoice as billions of mostly unskilled workers lined up for obedience school. For its part, India benefited from decades of centralized technocratic planning that had produced huge cohorts of educated people who also spoke English, the world’s lingua franca. It garnered a great deal of skilled work in the services sector, from software to sales. At the same time, the spread of the internet permitted unprecedented surveillance of inventory and labor. “Cool stuff” abounded, made by pliant employees. This development immediately cut into the lives of unskilled First World labor.¹⁰

The new wave of workers was not just doing traditional manufacturing, but rather cultural manufacturing: assembling vast numbers of machines dedicated to making
meaning, such as photocopiers, printers, laptops, tablets, and phones. They became the invisible background of cultural work. Along with developments in the digital exchange of meaning, this had profound implications for a domain that the Global North had long regarded as its own: the information society.

Information Society

For decades prior to the NICL taking effect, developments in the media and associated technologies of knowledge had been likened to a new Industrial Revolution or the Civil and Cold Wars, touted as a route to economic development as well as cultural and political expression. In the 1950s and 1960s, futurists identified “knowledge workers” as vital to information-based industries that would generate productivity gains and competitive markets and expand the middle class. ¹¹ Cold Warriors like National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, cultural conservative Daniel Bell, and professional anti-Marxist Ithiel de Sola Pool saw converged communications and information technologies removing grubby manufacturing from North to South and ramifying US textual and technical power, provided that the blandishments of socialism, and negativity toward global business, did not create class struggle. ¹²

The NIDL would supposedly not impoverish the West, because the latter would embark on structural adjustment by retraining blue-collar workers away from assembly and toward services. The neoclassical economist Fritz Machlup produced a bedside essential for true believers in doctrines of human capital. ¹³ The party line was that the middle class would continue its merry investment in human capital through higher education. There would be four, largely painless, changes from production to services: the preeminence of professionalism and technique, the importance of theory to innovate and generate public policies, the formation of a discourse of the future, and new intellectual technologies to help make decisions. ¹⁴ This technocratic vision, dominated by experts, promised a world of modernity, of rationality, of the ability to apply reason to problems and seek salvation in the secular. It was as amenable to the center-left as well as the right, fulfilling Keynes’s idea of a fifteen-hour work week enabled through technology and compound interest as well as Machlup’s model of investment in the self. ¹⁵ The fantasy has suited policy makers and think tanks ever since, for reasons of ideology as much as efficiency.

Ronald Reagan launched his successful 1966 campaign for the governorship of California in this context, saying: “I propose . . . ‘A Creative Society’ . . . to discover, enlist and mobilize the incredibly rich human resources of California [through] innumerable people of creative talent.” ¹⁶ That rhetoric publicly birthed today’s idea of technology unlocking the creativity that is allegedly lurking, unbidden, in individuals, thereby permitting them to become happy, productive—and without full-time employment.

Reagan opposed then-President Lyndon Johnson’s rhetoric of a “Great Society.” The Fabian Graham Wallas had coined this term half a century earlier. ¹⁷ His acolyte Walter Lippmann spoke of “a deep and intricate interdependence” that came with “living in a Great Society” and worked against militarism and other dehumanizing tendencies that emerged from “the incessant and indecisive struggle for domination and survival.” ¹⁸ Lippmann influenced Johnson’s invocation of the “Great Society” (minus its anti-militarism), which became a foundational argument for competent, comprehensive social justice through welfare and other forms of state intervention.

Most of that “Great Society” vision has been undermined by decades of neoliberalism, operating under the sign of the information society. Today’s bourgeois economists argue
against state participation in development because private initiative and new technology obviate the need for it. For example, they claim that cell phones have streamlined markets in the Global South by making market data easily available, thereby enriching people in zones where banking and economic information are scarce. Mobile telephony supposedly guarantees “the complete elimination of waste” and massive reductions in poverty and corruption by empowering individuals.19

This richly utopian discourse has seen a comprehensive turn away from researching and combating unequal infrastructural and cultural exchange, toward an extended dalliance with new technology and its supposedly innate capacity to endow users with transcendence.20 New media technologies are said to obliterate geography, pollution, sovereignty, and hierarchy in an alchemy of truth and beauty. Corporate and governmental cultural gatekeepers and hegemons are allegedly undermined by today’s innovative possibilities of creation and distribution. The comparatively cheap and easy access to making and circulating meaning afforded by internet media and genres is thought to have eroded the one-way hold on culture that saw a small segment of the world as producers and the larger segment as consumers. New technologies supposedly allow us all to become simultaneously cultural consumers and producers (prosumers) and environmental guardians while the world economy glides into an ever-greener postindustrialism—no more factory conditions, no more factory emissions.21

Cognitariat

How can we theorize such developments? The philosopher Antonio Negri redeployed the concept of the cognitariat from the lapsed leftist and Reaganite futurist Alvin Toffler to account for the change.22 Negri defines the cognitariat as people undertaking casualized cultural work who have heady educational backgrounds yet live at the uncertain interstices of capital, qualifications, and government in a post-Fordist era of mass unemployment, limited-term work, and occupational insecurity. They are sometimes complicit with these circumstances because their identities are shrouded in autotelic modes of being: work is pleasure and vice versa, so labor becomes its own reward.23

In the new era, readers become writers, listeners transform into speakers, viewers emerge as stars, fans are academics, and vice versa. Think of the job prospects that follow! Zine writers are screenwriters. Bloggers are copywriters. Children are columnists. Bus riders are journalists. Coca-Cola hires African Americans to drive through the inner city selling soda and playing hip-hop. AT&T pays San Francisco buskers to mention the company in their songs. Urban performance poets rhyme about Nissan cars for cash, simultaneously hawking, entertaining, and researching. Subway’s sandwich commercials are marketed as made by teenagers. Cultural-studies majors become designers. Graduate students in New York and Los Angeles read scripts for producers then pronounce on whether they tap into the Zeitgeist. Unpaid interns to public-relations firms post putatively organic desires for products and services on social media as part of lucrative contracts for their elders and betters.

New “jobs” are emerging in surveillance. Audience members spy on fellow spectators in theaters to see how they respond to coming attractions. Opportunities to vote in the Eurovision Song Contest or a reality program disclose the profiles and practices of viewers, who can be monitored and wooed in the future. Twitter and Facebook sell information about users’ past and present lives and likes, monitoring their every move. End-user licensing agreements ensure that players of corporate games online sign over
their cultural moves and perspectives to the companies they are paying in order to participate. The labor of consumers becomes the property of companies they are patronizing: a neat corporate trick.

The amount of information about people online, the speed with which it is collected and analyzed, and the way it is articulated by marketers to corporations have dramatically increased in both reach and effect as part of the information society. The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has alerted citizens to how much surveillance they are subject to in the name of consumer sovereignty. It claims that if consumers give companies information about themselves, their desires will be met more easily and rapidly. The FTC acknowledges concerns about the use of such data by firms, but fails to point out that beyond privacy lie the ownership and use of ordinary people’s intellectual property: their ideas and identities should be theirs to share or not, for monetary gain or not. So it’s not just that they must be allowed to keep things private—they should be paid by corporations that wish to collect, analyze, exploit, and sell information about them. Dividing lines between labor and play are being redrawn, simultaneously before our eyes and behind our backs. Facebook and academia work in step, rejoicing in proving the uncanny accuracy of prosumer control through the use of big data.

Target was rightly embarrassed by the revelation in 2012 that it analyzed purchasing patterns by women to determine whether they were pregnant, then proceeded to advertise pregnancy and baby products through direct mailing to their homes. That risked disclosing their situation to people from whom they might wish to keep such matters private, be they parents, grandparents, children, lovers, or lodgers. Despite such outrages, the paucity of citizen knowledge of the extent and impact of corporate surveillance is striking.

And there is another side to this best-of-all-possible world: the information society has disempowered the very people around whom it was built—the educated middle class. This has been achieved by drawing on the example of fringe intellectuals, from jazz musicians to street artists. These cultural workers have long labored without regular compensation and security and are now models for the expectations we are all supposed to have today, as opposed to our parents’ or grandparents’ assumptions about life-long, or at least steady, employment. Cultural production shows that workers can move from security to insecurity, certainty to uncertainty, salary to wage, firm to project, and profession to precarity—with smiles on their faces.

The information society distributes that systematic insecurity across industries. Contemporary business leeches luxuriate in flexibility over the people they employ, the technologies they use, the places where they do business, and the amounts they pay—and inflexibility of ownership and control.

Consider the advertising agency Poptent. It undercuts conventional competitors in sales to major clients by exploiting prosumer artistic labor in the name of “empowerment.” That empowerment takes the following form: the firm pays the creator of a homemade commercial US$7500; it receives a management fee of US$40,000; and the buyer saves about US$300,000 on the usual price. Once Poptent established a cadre of cheap labor, it ceased being an open forum for new talent, relying instead on invitees. Previously gullible neophytes who had embraced the company and its kind are now adopting the critical pose that industry veterans have long favored.

The lessons could not be more apparent. Despite the technocratic projections of Cold War futurists and contemporary web dreamers, the wider culture industries largely remain controlled by media and communications conglomerates, which frequently seek to impose artist-like conditions on their workforces (the broadcast versus
The New International Division of Cultural Labor and Hollywood

This new division of labor is becoming as global as the manufacturing one that preceded it. Alongside a casualization of middle-class jobs within the Global North, there is also a replication of the NIDL: a New International Division of Cultural Labor. By the 1980s, as culture became increasingly commodified and governmentalized and drew closer to the center of the world economy, it fell subject to the same pressures as secondary industries. Hence the success of Mindworks Global Media, a company outside New Delhi that provides Indian-based journalists and copyeditors to newspapers whose reporters are supposedly in the US and Europe. It promises 35–40 percent cost savings by contrast with workers at the outlets in question.  

Hollywood is a classic instance of this transformation from industrial to postindustrial work. A car-assembly-like studio system of production (Fordism) characterized the industry between about 1920 and 1970. But while films were made en masse, the routinization, deskilling, and invigilation that manufacturing machinery and scientific management forced on factory workers did not occur. Many studio employees participated in the labor process at various points rather than being restricted to one, and their work was not easily undertaken by others. In addition, they had strong social interaction across class barriers through face-to-face connection.  

Ironically, these differences from classic working-class anomie helped open the way to intense networking as a substitute for factory discipline.

Hollywood Fordism eroded from the late 1940s as a consequence of vertical disintegration, suburbanization, and televisualization. These three transformations occurred thanks to a mixture of state action and demographic change: trust-busting by the Department of Justice, returning white GIs clutching preferential housing deals, and the spread of TV combined to turn urban moviegoers into suburban homebodies. The conjuncture gradually transmogrified Hollywood workers from studio staff, with regular, longstanding relations of subordination and opportunity, into transient, irregular employees working for small, short-lived firms.

The US film industry thus became a pioneer of the type of employment beloved of contemporary management (post-Fordism). With jobs constantly starting, ending, and moving, it exemplified “flexible specialization”—a shift from life-long employment to casualized labor.  

The pharmaceutical sector, for instance, has looked to this model for its own pernicious development.
Hollywood workers and bosses strike complex, transitory arrangements on a project basis via temporary organizations. Small or large numbers of diverse hands are involved at different stages, sometimes functioning together and sometimes semi-autonomously:

[I]ndependent contractors coalesce for a relatively short period of time around one-off projects to contribute the organizational, creative, and technical talents that go into the production of a film. The inherent transience of this production system results in a high rate of tie formation and dissolution.40

It's a bit like the hothouse of a conference, protest, or convention. Places, time, and groups have effects on everything from textual cues, policy incentives, and educational support to funding, skills, costs, and marketing. Work can be subject to local, national, regional, and international fetishization of each component, matching the way that the labor undertaken is largely fetishized away from the final text, rendered invisible other than to dedicated watchers of closing credits sequences. Conventional organizational charts are inadequate representations of such arrangements, which lack the conventions of institutionalized hierarchy but are marked by the eternal presence of managerial surveillance.

Hollywood labor inhabits a global network of subcontracted firms and individuals, mediated through unions, employer associations, education, and the state. Overseas governments are centrally involved. German financing of Hollywood films in the early twenty-first century was frequently stimulated by tax breaks for lawyers, doctors, and dentists. French money came from firms with state subvention in other areas of investment, such as cable or plumbing, that then subsidized US studios. TV shows shot in Canada relied on welfare to attract US productions. And domestically, state, regional, and municipal commissions across the US competed via reduced local taxes, free policing, and the closure of putatively public way-fares.41

The gullible states that engage in this largesse do so for a variety of reasons—creating jobs during film or TV shoots, engendering public awareness of their localities to boost tourism, cleaving glamour to sponsoring politicians, fulfilling the remit of culturecrats, and satisfying the needs of powerful businesspeople. There is no evidence that the subsidies pay for themselves in terms of private-sector expenditure during production or the establishment of an ongoing filmmaking infrastructure. Such prospects are jeopardized by the big two locations, Los Angeles and New York, and bidding contests between states that ratchet up the terms they offer California-based producers.42

This public funding of Hollywood, supposedly the acme of laissez-faire business success, is one of those spheres of life where neoclassical economics and radical political economy can agree on both a target and a way of attaining it: uncovering and problematizing state subsidies that enable affluent, indolent bourgeoisies to thrive and consign established, skilled workers to precarious circumstances.43 For decades, Los Angeles producers have shot in the UK, Australia, Canada, the former Soviet sector, and other locales to take advantage of government incentives, advanced technology, and compliant labor.44

The impact on production in LA has been profound, even if above-the-line labor still mostly lives and pays taxes there:

- In 1997, the majority of large-budget studio features were produced in California, with many in L.A. By 2013, most high-value feature projects were made elsewhere;
just two of the year’s live-action movies with budgets above $100 million were filmed in L.A. Today, most local Feature production is for small, independent projects that offer reduced employment and spending benefits.\textsuperscript{45}

- Entertainment media jobs in the Los Angeles metropolitan region declined by 7.7 percent between 2005 and 2010, manifesting the impact of the financial crisis. However, for Los Angeles, which has consistently maintained at least a 45 percent share of the US national film and television employment and is the single most important center of film and television production in the USA (with a 10.71 location quotient for the industry code defining the motion picture- and video-recording industry), the crisis punctuated a longer-term decline in employment and production capacity... on-location shooting of feature films reached a high of 13,980 days in 1996; by 2009, it was only 4976 days... location activity for television productions reached a high of 25,277 days in 2008, reflecting the expansion of low-cost reality and dramatic productions for cable television. Demonstrating the impact of the recession, on-location television production days in Los Angeles dropped by almost 17 percent in 2009. So, the more-lucrative film production jobs were replaced during the decade by less-lucrative television jobs. These jobs then decreased as the recession took hold. ... \textit{[T]he number of workers employed in films, television programs and commercials in 2010 in Los Angeles County was lower than that in any year since 2001. In addition, because of the supply chains that are connected to project-based production, California state employment numbers actually undercount employment losses in the entertainment industry agglomeration in Los Angeles: they do not include unemployment of part-time workers (nearly a quarter of the industry workforce) nor unemployment in ancillary business services such as property, houses and equipment rental shops, which depend on Los Angeles productions for their employment and profits.}\textsuperscript{46}

The NICL has real, material effects as per the cognitariat/precariat more generally.

\textbf{Before and After Hollywood}

Theorizing that the NICL has explained Hollywood’s offshore actions, it has not clarified the totality of cultural labor. Because the concept concentrates on overtly cultural production, such as filming and editing movies, it has rather neglected both the shared and the different aspects of proletarian as opposed to middle-class experiences making culture: people living below the line in Hollywood versus above it (i.e., blue-collar rather than white-collar workers—electricians not editors) and those manufacturing televisions versus writing programs to be seen on them. Recent developments in thinking through the supply chain of culture suggest that the analytic separation drawn between these two divisions of labor may no longer be legitimate, if it ever was. The latter frequently relies on the former and \textit{vice versa}. It makes little sense, for example, to examine how films are made without looking at how film technology is made, while questions of design and software have mutual impacts on hardware. Tracking the life of the commodity sign necessitates a full-service approach to its existence, from mineral extraction to media screening.

One of the many shibboleths associated with the information economy is that it is dematerialized and hence environmentally and occupationally safe. This is conceptually and empirically false, which is particularly important when it comes to the material
life of the technology that makes Hollywood happen. Think of the health and safety risks endured by camera operators, stunt people, models, singers, transport captains, set carpenters, cell-phone testers, caterers, and computer habitués. And the NICL should address the part played by the informal economic sector and indentured labor in manufacturing, circulating, using, disposing of, and recycling electronic gadgetry. That grey economy features everything from gigantic malls across the cities of the Global South, with shops that sell producing services, self-help salsa books and videos, and pirated or stolen hardware and texts, to huge mountains of discarded electronic gadgetry that ragpickers disassemble in search of parts or minerals for resale.

In keeping with the information society’s manifold fantasies, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) gleefully predicts that communications technologies will connect the 6.5 billion residents of the Earth in 2015, enabling everyone to “access information, create information, use information and share information.” This development will magically “take the world out of financial crisis,” principally thanks to developing markets. But the ITU is wise enough to say that these technologies cause grave environmental problems, so it presses for “climate neutrality” and greater efficiency in energy use. The 2008 World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly in South Africa encouraged members to reduce the carbon footprint of communications, in accord with the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

In a similar vein, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development says communications can play a pivotal role in developing service-based, low-polluting economies in the Global South through energy efficiency, adaptation to climate change, mitigation of diminished biodiversity, and diminished pollution, but cautions that such technological advances may produce negative outcomes. For example, remote sensing of marine life could encourage unsustainable fishing.

Then there is that delightful metaphor we are all now using: “the cloud.” It signifies the place where all good software goes for rest and recuperation, emerging on demand, refreshed and ready to spring into action. Seemingly ephemeral and natural—clouds are benign necessities of life that rain on fields then go away—nothing could be further from the truth when it comes to the power-famished, coal-fired server farms and data centers rendered innocent by this perverse figure of speech.

No one would wish to pour on this parade, but let’s think about the fact that the US National Mining Association and the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity gleefully avow that the “Cloud Begins with Coal.” They boast that the world’s information and communications technologies use 1500 terawatt hours each year—equivalent to Japan and Germany’s overall energy use combined and 50 more than the aviation industry. That amounts to 10 of global electricity. The Association and the Coalition even quote poor old Greenpeace on the horrendous environmental implications of data centers, as evidence of “healthy” growth for extractive industries. Big mining and big coal just can’t help themselves, so excited are they by the centrality of their polluting ways for the present and future of the cloud. Meanwhile, Google disclosed in 2011 that its annual carbon footprint was almost equal to that of Laos or the United Nations Organization, largely due to running its search engines through clouds.

And when obsolete cell phones or other communication technologies are junked, they become electronic waste (e-waste), the fastest-growing component of municipal cleanups around the Global North. E-waste poses serious threats to worker health and safety wherever plastics and wires are burnt, monitors smashed and dismantled, and circuit boards grilled or leached with acid, while the toxic chemicals and heavy metals...
that flow from such practices have perilous implications for local and downstream residents. This accumulation of electronic hardware causes grave environmental and health harm as noxious chemicals, gases, and metals from wealthy nations seep into landfills and water sources across Malaysia, Brazil, South Korea, China, Mexico, Vietnam, Nigeria, and India, among others. The e-waste ends up there after export and import by “recyclers” who eschew landfills and labor in the Global North in order to avoid the higher costs and regulatory oversight in countries that prohibit such risks to the environment and workers. Businesses that forbid dumping e-waste in local landfills as corporate policy readily mail it elsewhere to take advantage of the NICL.

In that “elsewhere,” preteen girls pick away, without protection, at used televisions and computers, recycling and cleaning the detritus of the information society. The appalling morbidity rates of these ragpickers have stimulated a stream of studies that directly associate work in the informal e-waste economy with occupational health and safety risks. It’s significant that much of this research comes from, as well as about, the Global South, with distinguished contributions from African, Asian, and Latin American scholars and activists.

Back in the “rich” world, US prisoners work compulsorily for less than anybody else would, doing everything from assembling to recycling electronics. The US Constitution helpfully guarantees corporations this right as part of the quid pro quo for the abandonment of slavery. Imprisoned indentured labor is an attractive option for US foreign firms, because it avoids the transportation costs associated with offshore enterprises and satisfies the bizarre desire to displace the male working class of color from education into incarceration. Cultural companies that exploit these opportunities include AT&T, IBM, Intel, Lucent Technologies, Victoria’s Secret, Texas Instruments, Dell, and Compaq. The significance for Hollywood is obvious given its reliance on such corporations.

Conclusion

Cultural trade around the world increased from US$559.5 billion in 2010 to US$624 billion in 2011. But inequality has accompanied this boom. For example, the cost of broadband in the Global South is 40.3 percent of average individual Gross National Income (GNI). Across the Global North, by comparison, the price is less than 5 percent of GNI per capita. Meanwhile, structural injustice and precarious employment center cultural work, adopting and adapting its proletarian aspects for use across economies in order to diminish the privileged status of workers in the Global North. Technological changes that both enabled the centrality of culture and democratized it are revealed to be ecologically destructive, just like their supposedly more material equivalents in construction and manufacturing.

So what should be done to ameliorate this situation? Clearly, casualized labor suits some people in particular places at certain moments in their lives; but to make it a requirement, a norm, means that there needs to be accompanying programs to ameliorate the inequalities and poverty that this can cause through the consolidation of primary and secondary labor markets, which segregate societies by power and money. The answer lies in environmental justice and welfare tailored to patterns of employment. This also necessitates global solidarity with workers at the sharpest end of the NICL—those who make and recycle electronic devices under oppressive, dangerous circumstances, and struggle for political rights.
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It’s clear that the NICL has become a model for exploitation across territories, industries, and occupations, so thinking about it critically remains vital. Analytically, we need to focus on the division of labor as a theoretical, empirical, and organizational tool if we are to understand everyday work in a way that can enrich and liberate it in accord with ecological and employee experiences and necessities. Labor and environmental justice are intimately implicated with the increasingly worldwide power of culture—and the means of powering it. The theory of the NICL can contribute to those goals once it accounts for the entire life of the commodity sign, from conception to manufacture to distribution to use—and, finally, to recycling.
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